
Painted Lady Butterfly Kit

Thank you so much for purchasing a painted lady butterfly kit from Riverbottom Butterflies! You
are supporting a local family owned business and we are grateful for your support. YOU are awesome!

Be sure to FOLLOW us on INSTAGRAM for Discounts-Announcements-Giveaways and Fun!

INSTRUCTIONS: Watch them Grow and have Fun!
1. DO NOT leave your caterpillars in the car, or in direct

sunlight. They will overheat and possibly die.
2. PLACE them in a room temperature environment.

Kitchen tables and countertops are perfect! It takes 8-12
days for them to form into chrysalises.

3. DO NOT open the container until caterpillars are safe
inside their chrysalis. It could risk bacteria infecting the
caterpillars, a�ecting their ability to fully develop into a butterfly. If they eat some
of the paper on top, don’t worry, it’s also  made of plant material.

4. Once the caterpillars are safely in their chrysalis, use the included safety pin to
carefully secure the paper disk to the top of the netted pop up.
(If Chrysalis fall to the bottom they are not dead, please gently reattach them using their
webbing and natural hook or a dab of Hot Glue… See IG Highlights for detailed video.)

5. RELEASE the butterflies outside during picnic weather within 24 hours of
emerging as a fully formed adult butterfly. They may emerge at di�erent times
allowing for multiple releases. Releasing is the best part!

EXTRA-FUN INFORMATION:
● Their food is a special mixture, formulated to replicate the plants that painted

ladies would eat in the wild (thistle, artichoke, and daisey). With time, it turns dark
brown. That’s okay and it should be discarded after the caterpillars have formed
into a chrysalis.

● The caterpillars will not su�ocate in their cup. Please do not open it.
● These caterpillars will molt and shed their skin a few times before they pupate
into a chrysalis, causing them to look motionless at times. Don’t worry about the
caterpillar fuzz in the bottom of the cup.
● Once the caterpillars are in their chrysalis, it takes 7-10 days to emerge as

butterflies. (Don’t be alarmed at the red liquid forced out of their “tail”
immediately after emerging. It is called meconium and it is just left over liquid
from formation. THIS IS NORMAL).

Please note: on occasion, a butterfly may not make it to a full adult. This is a part of nature. We guarantee 4
fully formed adults.

If you have any questions or concerns, please send us a message
on instagram (IG: riverbottombutterflies) or email us at

riverbottombutterflies@gmail.com


